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Abstract
This paper aims at presenting a theoretical approach for the representation of legal and ethical information in a
personalized way in ICT platforms. The personalization process allows us to adapt the legal information for endusers of ICT platforms. This approach points out the key element for defining a complete legal and ethical
corpus of documents. Based on the corresponding scenario, the legal information is selected, filtered and then
presented in ICT platforms. For organizating and analyzing this legal and ethical information, we reuse the
existing notion of the decision tree and enhance it with a set of legal parameters emerging from legal documents.
This legal decision tree will help us to treat different types of legal cases, which may relate to different service
scenarios.
Keywords: personalization, legal information, ethical issues, legal decision tree (LDT)
1. Introduction
While we are defining service scenarios (Note 1) of development an information and communication
technologies (ICT) platform (Note 2), there are several actions that should be taken into account. These actions
are required to guarantee that their related service scenarios must comply with several regulatory frameworks
including legal and ethical issues as well as, the general standard and international norms (Imeri & Khadraoui,
2015). The intention of considering the legal and ethical issues is stemmed from the need of organizations to
ensure more transparency while performing activities through their ICT platforms (Turki & Bjekovic-Obradovic,
2010). There are several recommendations to consider the scenario development by processing both the legal and
ethical issues in an early stage of development by using a methodological approach in order to validate these
scenarios (Imeri & Khadraoui, 2015; Imeri et al., 2016). Ignoring or neglect the legal and ethical issues may lead
to project failure; therefore, the damage in market value could be considerable based on the previous experiences
(Shazia & Governatori, 2010).
We propose hereafter a strategy, which initially allows us to explore and select legal and ethical sources, from
which we can formulate a corpus of legal documents. This formulation of legal and ethical documents is based
on a scenario description and represents a context in which there are several situations needed to be considered
in order to provide a complete coverage of legal and ethical information (Note 3) (Bratcher et al., 2005). For
covering all possible cases stemmed from a scenario situation context, we organize these legal and ethical
documents (Note 4) in a form of a tree, which is based on the most highlighted parameters, e.g. work contract
activity: as paid or unpaid, the age of a person, etc..The organization of legal and ethical documents allows us to
explore any possible situation, which stems from the context of the scenario where the legal and ethical issues
should be considered. Based on this tree-based structure, we can further make an analysis on legal and ethical
documents, then personalize the legal and ethical information for each end-user by using technical components.
This personalization is carried out based on the scenario context and end-user profile, by performing a
matchmaking (Note 5) between them. The personalization process (Note 6) provides a content of legal
information for end-users of ICT platforms. The content of information, which we offer by the personalization
service, are "General Legal Rules", "Restrictions", "Obligations", "Recommendations" and "Precautions" and
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also the whole legal source to consider. This information showed to the end-users will be selected based on the
context of scenario and the end-user profile matching, e.g . if the end-user has the age over 65, the content of
legal information will be different with an end-user who has the age less than 65, and this is because of different
legal issues to consider for this possible scenario.
Besides representing the structured legal information organized as legal rules, this approach enables to show all
the legal documents related to a scenario. In this sense, it allows end-users of ICT platforms to explore the whole
legal content.
Giving the significance of displaying the legal information in real time will facilitate the work of legal officers or
even end-users in the decision-making process for any further action in ICT platforms.
The research presented in this paper is carried out for a real case development project in context of an European
project in the domain of Ambient Assisted Living (AAL). "This project aims at developing an ICT platform that
allows posting, browsing and exchanging basic information between competence offering seniors and
search-based requests, from competence demanding organizations from the public, private and voluntary
sectors" (Imeri et al., 2016).
Furthermore, this paper is a continuous work from our last research paper (Imeri et al., 2016), whose intention
was to propose a methodology for developing scenarios in compliance with legal and ethical issues. In this paper,
we make a step forward by using another methodology approach that allows us to personalize the legal
information for any possible activity of scenario and show this information for the end-users of an ICT platform
in a real time. Based on the functionality of this ICT platform, we will use several scenarios in order to support
our approach.
This paper is organized as follows. Section 1 describes the context and the related work related to
personalization process of the legal and ethical information. Section 2 presents our methodology approach for
personalization of legal and ethical information. Subsection 2.1 introduces the process of gathering the legal and
ethical documents, and Subsection 2.2 shows the organization of these documents. Subsection 2.3 continues with
some technical component for developing personalization service based on legal decision tree approach, and
Subsection 2.4 describes mainly the personalization mechanisms. Section 3 presents an example, which
demonstrates the application of our methodology, and finally Section 4 shows conclusion and future works.
1.2 Related Work
Nowadays, the availability and utilization of legal information resources as determinants of legal professionals in
the business environment. Actually, traditional contents (e.g. law books, legal periodicals, reference materials,
legislation, etc.) were readily available to legal lecturers; however, E-resources and online legal databases were
less available (Uluocha & Mabawonku, 2014). For this reason, there is an urgent need for the models and
methods to integrate new digital resources into current information systems so that end-users of business systems
can use this information in real time.
Research studies related to the integration of legal information into information systems can be classified into the
following categories: artificial intelligence based, ontology-based, knowledge-based and location-based
approaches.
Artificial intelligence-based approaches focused on the attempt of relating the different elements of a legal
decision and then of constructing a framework for discussing legal information systems as a part of the decision
process (Bing, 1984). Another approach of this category used the combination of symbolic and connectionist
artificial techniques for legal information retrieval (Rose & Belew, 1989).
Ontology-based approaches used the ontology to deploy the legal information systems in order to facilitate the
management, searching and sharing legal content (Gómez-Pérez et al., 2006). Ontologies can assure the role of
explicit specifications of domain's conceptualisations in legal information systems (Bench-Capon & Visser,
1997). Some large and public ontologies, such as Wordnet, have also been used to build legal information
systems that can fit the cross-lingual information retrieval needs of both legal professionals and nonprofessionals
(Dini et al., 2005).
Knowledge-based approaches used different knowledge management techniques and tools to build intelligent
legal information systems (Zeleznikow & Hunter, 1994). One approach of this category worked on the
construction of intelligent legal decision support systems in discretionary domains in order to enhance consistent
decision-making (Zeleznikow, J. (2000). Another approach focused on a basic unit of reasoning of a legal system
that supports the construction of arguments and drafting of determinations in laws (Yearwood & Stranieri, 1999).
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Location-bbased approacches aim at prooviding a locatiion-based legaal information servin which hhich a subscrib
ber to
the service is assumed to have a daata device andd the locationn of the data device is deteermined throu
ugh a
positioningg system. Thuus, legal inform
mation is then retrieved, succh as a law or a regulation thhat is applicab
ble to
regulating or restricting activities at orr near the deterrmined location (Dutta & Zaachariah, 2002)).
On the othher hand, ethiccs is importantt in the Inform
mation Systemss (IS) field as illustrated by the direct effe
ect of
the new laaws (such as Sarbanes-Oxley
S
y Act on the w
work of IS proofessionals); hoowever, there is not much of this
work is caarried out yet (M
Mingers & Waalsham, 2010).
Accordingg to our observvation, the prooposed approacch in this papeer is one of thhe first that foccuses on mana
aging
both legal and ethical innformation bassed on the persspective of serrvice scenarioss. The purposee of this researrch is
to providee a context-bassed informatioon for nonproffessional userss in real time tto assist them in improving their
business ddecisions.
2. Method
dology Approaach
The missinng of the impleementation off the legal and ethical inform
mation in real tiime in ICT plaatforms leads to
t the
situation, in which the decision makkings having legal issues tto consider m
may create a pprocess vague
e and
uncertain for end-users.. Our approacch aims at sollving this probblem by provviding a set off legal and etthical
informatioon for end-useers of ICT plattforms in real time. This appproach allow
ws end-users too interact with
h ICT
platforms for fulfillmentt of legal and eethical requirem
ments.
Our approach is compossed of four stepps:
1. Selection of legaal documents bbased on scenaarios;
l
documennts by a legal ddecision tree (L
LDT);
2. Orrganization of legal
3. Technical implem
mentation of thhe legal decisioon tree; and
4. Deevelopment of mechanisms to present legall content in reaal time.
In the folloowing, we willl introduce in ddetails those stteps by presennting their com
mposition at thee design level.
2.1 The Prrocedure for Composing
C
the Legal Documeent Corpus
In our appproach, the first step is the selection of thhe legal and ethical documeents. The set oof legal and etthical
documentss is composedd based on sceenario specificcations. We coonsider that a single scenarrio involves on
ne or
several acttivities (Imeri et al., 2016). For some actiivities, there iss a need to connsider the legaal or ethical issues.
Each activvity then can haave several subb-activities, whhich also may have legal andd ethical issuess to consider.

Figure 1. The process oof compositionn the legal corppus
der to
Examiningg all these situuations, we prooceed with thee selection andd classificationn of legal doccuments in ord
cover all the activities of scenarios with legal annd ethical infoormation. Figuure 1, presentts conceptually
y the
process forr formulating the
t corpus of tthe legal docum
ments.
For exampple, in order too elaborate the process descrribed in Figuree 1, supposing that we have a specification
n of a
scenario ffor "a paid woork activity foor a person w
with age less thhan sixty-five"". Since the aactivity is paid
d, we
consider thhe legal frameework documeents for the em
mployment coontract, work ppermit for a pperson, work place
p
assurance,, health assuraance, etc. In thhis sense, we compose the ccorpus of legaal documents ffor the case off paid
work activvity. This is the basic step thhat will be folllowed by the nnext step, whicch organizes thhese documen
nts by
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using the nnotion of a legal decision tree.
2.2 Organization of Legaal Documents by a Legal Deecision Tree (LD
DT)
o the
Just after hhaving the corppus of legal doocuments for a particular sceenario, we prooceed with the organization of
legal docuuments by usinng the notion oof a legal decission tree (LDT
T). In this Sectiion, we will exxplain the notio
on of
a decision tree, then pressent the concepptual model thhat can be usedd for composinng the legal deccision tree.
2.2.1 The N
Notion of a Deecision Tree
A decisionn tree shows a classification of models bassed on the form
m of the tree sstructure. Usinng the decision tree,
we can deccompose the set of data, andd in this way, w
we show the m
most important factors in the data sets that make
m
the tree inncrease continuuously (Victorr, 2001; Quinlaan, 1986; De Ville & Nevillle, 2013). In a decision tree
e, we
have two ttypes of nodess, a decision nnode or a root node. Each noode has two orr more subsidiiary nodes and
d leaf
nodes thatt represent thee classificationn (Quinlan, 1986; De Ville & Neville, 2013). An examp
mple of the dec
cision
tree is presented in Figuure 2, where "L
Legal Decision Tree CH" iss a root node aand "Paid Activity" and "Un
npaid
Activity", are leaf nodess.

Figure 2. Ann example of a decision tree ffor the case off Switzerland rregulatory fram
mework
Subsequenntly, we will present the connceptual modell, which is thee base to devellop the legal ddecision tree (L
LDT)
with its maain elements of
o LDT.
2.2.2 Concceptual model to support the Legal Decisioon Tree (DLT)
As a base for developinng the legal deecision tree, w
we use the exissting meta-moodel defined inn previous rese
earch
studies froom Imeri et al. (2016) as pressented partly inn Figure 3. In this meta-moddel, we have thhe main compo
onent
"SCENAR
RIO", which iss linked to thee component ""ORGANIZAT
TIONAL CON
NTEXT". It meeans that: For each
scenario, we have, an "ORGANIZA
ATIONAL CO
ONTEXT" thaat, includes itss instance components suc
ch as
"Regulatioon and Laws", "Ethical Issuees" and "Standdards and Internnational Norm
ms". This relation determines that,
for any poossible scenariio, we should consider the components oof "ORGANIZ
ZATIONAL C
CONTEXT", whose
w
instances ensure the coompliance of aany "SCENAR
RIO" and its activities. Thhrough this m
model, we have
e the
opportunitty to select eacch defined scennario and then to analyze thee legal and ethhical issues as w
we have mentiioned
in Imeri ett al. (2016). Inn this context,, we develop tthe legal decission tree to heelp us to determ
mine each posssible
case stemm
med from the scenario
s
speciffication, to be treated by law
ws and ethical pprinciples.
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Fiigure 3. The meta-model
m
as a base for deveeloping legal ddecision tree (L
LDT) (Imeri ett al., 2016)
The notionn of legal deccision stems ffrom the set oof nodes, whiich contain thhe parameters comes from legal
documentss and are signiificant to deterrmine the legaal content to bee considered. T
The legal decision tree inten
nds to
cover all ppossible situations emerges fr
from the scenarrio analysis wiith legal and etthical issues. T
This process alllows
us to comppose a huge seet of data orgaanized in form
m of a tree whoose nodes are deterministic for legal docu
ument
organizatioon in favor of legal and ethiical coverage oof scenarios. F
For example, iff we refer the example prese
ented
in Figure 2, we have a situation in w
which the "woork activity" caan be a paid oor an unpaid aactivity. Then, this
situation iis defined on the tree nodess where one bbranch of the tree shows thhe set of docuuments for a "paid
activity", w
while the oppoosite branch of the tree show
ws the set of ddocuments forr "unpaid activvity", as showed in
Figure 2. IIn case we deccide to select tthe "paid activvity" and follow
wing the tree structure, we hhave "Employment
Contract" as a componennt that determiines the "paid aactivity".
mine the main legal rules forr employment contract activ
vities.
Then, we hhave "Generall Legal Rules"" which determ
Subsequenntly, we have benches
b
of thee tree which shhows the "Restriction", whicch should be respected in ca
ase of
an employyment contractt. The tree brannch for "Obliggations" determ
mines the set oof obligation eemerged from laws,
and it shouuld be respectted in case of an employmennt contract. W
While the brancches for "Recoommendations"" and
"Precautioons" are the sett of rules, whicch originates frrom ethical priinciples.
Apparentlyy, through thee legal decisiion tree, we consider the coverage of all activities from the scenario
specification with legal and
a ethical infformation.
ed on
Defining aand organizingg this informattion requires aan analysis proocess of laws aand ethical documents. Base
the analysis of laws andd ethical issuess associated w
with scenarios, the most signnificant parameeters to consid
der in
the tree noodes can be deetemined and tthese sets of ruules for the peersonalization of legal inform
mation in real-time
into ICT platforms, caan be formulated. The rulle compositioon and interpretation can be carried ou
ut in
collaboratiion with legal officers.
2.3 Techniical Implementtation of Legall Decision Treee
For the tecchnical implem
mentation, wee, firstly, beginn with the globbal architecturre of the persoonalization serrvice.
The intenttion of presentting the globall architecture of the personaalization servicce is to clarifyy the way in which
w
the techniical aspects are
a organized and operatedd. This servicce, which is developed baased on tradittional
service-oriiented-architeccture (SOA) iss composed off three main laayers correspoonding to Dataa Layer Guide
elines
(2016) andd Buecker et all. (2008):
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Databbase layer,
Data access layer, and
a
User interface layerr.
Figure 4 presents the thrree layers with their functionnalities.

Guidelines, 2016)
Figure 44. The architeccture of personnalized legal seervice (Bueckeer et al., 2008; Data Layer G
nents,
Besides thhe organizationn of legal docuuments by the LDT tool, we continue to deevelop the techhnical compon
which are required to support
s
the im
mplementation of LDT. The implementatioon of LDT is carried out in
n the
backend sside of the serrvice. We organize these doocuments maiinly in databaase tables. Forr assuring the data
consistenccy, database diiagrams relatioonship is usedd to model thee relationships and to conneect data tables.. The
main funcctionality of these
t
databasee diagrams, ffor the purpoose of LDT ddevelopment, is to refer to
o the
design-tim
me functionalitty of meta-model showed in Figure 3, as an initial base to buildd these data table
connectionns. In our apprroach, this moddel is enhancedd to introduce other databasee objects, whicch then can be used
to structure the legal infoormation from
m the LDT.
Figure 5 ppresents the schhema and its m
main elements,, which are useed for the impllementation off the LDT base
ed on
database teechnologies.

Figure 5. Thhe main databaase objects for developing thhe LDT
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In order too illustrate thiis technical deevelopment, leet’s discuss abbout the develoopment of technical compon
nents
from LDT
T tool related to, the case oof "paid activiity", concretely the case off "Employment Contract". In
n the
diagram ppresented in Figure
F
6, the m
main componnent is the "Contract" objecct, which is liinked with ob
bjects
"Duration of contract", which
w
has attrributes to definne the durationn of any possibble working contract. The object
o
"Contract Type" determiines the types of contract, e.g. fixed term, temporary term
m, etc., then thhe form of con
ntract
is determined by the obbject "Contracct Form" e.g. ddigital form oor paper form. For each conntract, we have the
working tiime determineed by the "W
Working Time Agreement" oobject. The obbject "TheWorrkers" presents the
end-users. Finally, the obbject "Legislatture State" conntains the mainn attributes to determine thee legal rules re
elated
to contractt elements.
In terms oof the personaalization, we hhave this infoormation organnized and presented based on profile of each
end-user, ee.g. The Workeer, and the type of activities from the scenaario. For instannce, when a peerson, which has an
age over thhan sixty-five,, he or she hass an opportunitty to work as a teacher in a pprivate instituttion. Since, the
e age
is a retirem
ment age, therre are some leegal constraintts determined by "Employedd contract". Inn this situation
n, the
duration of contract has specific condiitions; the worrking time agreeement has sevveral legal issuues to considerr, etc.
In this conntext, the diaggram showed bbelow contain all these elem
ments. We use these rules wiithin the conte
ext of
the personnalization to notify
n
end-userrs that several legal issues nneed to be takken into accouunt in this case, by
showing too them the relaated general leggal rules, obliggation, restricttions, recommeendation, and pprecaution.

Figuure 6. The deveeloping of LDT
T for the case of "Employmeent Contract"
2.4 The M
Mechanisms to Present
P
Legal Content in Reaal Time
For develooping the perrsonalization sservice, we usse several techhnical mechannisms to enforce the process of
personalization. These mechanisms
m
arre implementeed by differentt algorithms too support this ssolution. Basic
cally,
the solutioon operates bassed on the paraameters deriveed from the proofile of the endd-user (e.g. thee Workers attrib
butes,
from Figurre 6) and workks in combinattion with activvities from thee scenario speccification (e.g. paid work acttivity
for a persoon with age higgher than 65). It selects speccific legal infoormation from databases as illustrated in Figure
5 and Figuure 6 and presents this inforrmation accordding to differennt layers of thhe user interfacce, as mentioned in
Figure 4.
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Concerninng the process of personalizzation of legall information, the mechanissm of personalization is insp
pired
from Adom
mavicius and Alexander
A
(2005), and in ourr research conntext, there are several new cconcepts introd
duced
in order too fulfill the perrsonalization of legal informaation. Those cooncepts are preesented in the sections above
e and
elaboratedd by a global scchema in Figurre 7.
In the conntext of personnalization of leegal informatiion for end-ussers of an ICT
T platform, Figgure 7 presentts the
process off personalizatiion. The perssonalization seervice offers, in general, thhe content off legal and etthical
informatioon. The specified legal contennt is composedd by "Service eengineers" in ccooperation wiith "Legal officers".
This conteent is determinned based on the scenario ccontext by sellecting basic eelements that represent the most
significantt legal inform
mation that is important for end-users off an ICT platfform. The endd-users of the ICT
platform aare considered as consumerss of this legal iinformation. T
The main goal behind this personalization is to
provide the legal information for the ennd-users of ann ICT platform in real time inn order to give them a speciffic set
of legal innformation relaated to their seelected activityy. Thus, they ccan explore, annd decide if thheir activities are
a in
compliancce or not befoore taking furrther actions, (e.g. applyingg for a job ooffer) through the ICT plattform
(Adomaviccius & Alexannder, 2005).

Figuure 7. The schema representing the process of personalizzation of legal information innspired from
Adomavicius and Alexandeer (2005)
3. Illustraated Example
This sectioon illustrates thhrough a practtical example oof the proposeed approach for personalizatiion of the lega
al and
ethical info
formation in IC
CT platforms. T
This example w
was inspired frrom our workss done in the context of Euro
opean
project (hhttp://sponsor-aaal.eu/) in thee domain of A
Ambient Assiisted Living ((AAL). The ccontribution of the
research teeam, which is developed in this project, iis focused on tthe needs and activities of tthe association
n that
provides sservices to the people sufferring of Alzheim
mer disease. T
The ICT platfoorm is used byy the associatio
on to
acquire annd manage peopple and other sstakeholders innterested to asssume these serrvices.
A complette legal decission tree is ellaborated to illlustrate varioous situations describing the legal constrraints
regarding employment, post-retiremen
p
nt activities andd the volunteerring activities.
3.1 Selectiion of the Legaal Framework Regarding Em
mployment, Posst-Retirement A
Activities
In the casee of employmeent or post-retiirement activitties, the relevaant labour reguulations in Swiitzerland should be
selected annd specified. The
T specificatioon of legal reqquirements aim
ms to ensure thaat the possiblee work contractt will
be in adeqquacy with the relevant leggal frameworkk and businesss rules. Labouur regulations in Switzerland
d are
subordinatte to the Collective Labour A
Agreement (CL
LA) (Note 7). The basis of S
Swiss labour laaw can be found in
the Code of Obligationn and in the F
Federal Labor Act but therre are other laabour regulatioons to consider as
mentionedd below:
1) T
The Federal Laabor Act (Note 8) (RS 822.111): the followinng topics are ddescribed in thhis law:
a.

Provisions on healthh protection.
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b. Obligaations of emplooyers and workkers.
c. Workinng time.
d. Workinng day and nigght work.
e. Medical examinationn and advice.
f. Speciaal arrangementts of protectionn.
2) O
Ordinance 1 off 10 May 2000 on the Labourr Act (OLT 1) ((Note 9) (822.111): this law
w clarifies these
e
ellements :
a. Workinng time.
b. Workinng day and nigght work.
c. Additiional work. Terrms and duratiion.
d. Medical examinationn and advice.
e. Speciaal arrangementts of protectionn.
3) O
Ordinance on admission,
a
residdence and the practice of a ggainful activityy (Ordinance1442.201).
4) F
Free movementt of persons wiith the EC andd EFTA Membeer States (Ordiinance 823.24)).
3.2 Selectiion of the Legaal Framework Regarding thee Volunteering Activities
In the casse of volunteeering activies, we consider the European charter on thhe Rights and responsibilitie
es of
Volunteerss (Note 10): “T
The European Charter of thee Rights and R
Responsibilitiess of Volunteerss creates a com
mmon
understandding of the deffinition of voluunteers, voluntteering activities and volunteeering providerrs from the loc
cal to
the Europeean level and provides
p
a com
mmon set of basic rights forr volunteers annd volunteering providers” (Note
(
10).
Based on this documennt, we specifieed some ethicaal principles aand legal ruless and the voluunteering prov
viders
(Associatioons), which usses ICT platforrms should connsider all thesee principles:
• P
Principle 1: Prootection againsst all kinds of ddiscrimination.
• P
Principle 2: Rigghts and responnsibilities of thhe volunteer.
• P
Principle 3: Thee right to sociaal protection duuring the volunnteering activiity.
• P
Principle 4: Rigght to support ffrom volunteerring providers the reimburseement of expennses.
• P
Principle 5: Eveery volunteer iis entitled to suupport and feedback throughhout the voluntteering activity
y.
• P
Principle 6: Rigghts to personaal development (educational//training suppoort).
• P
Principle 7: Thee Recognition of the volunteeering activities.
3.3 Organization of legaal documents by a legal decission tree (LDT)
T)
As describbed previouslyy, the legal deccision tree is developed to illlustrate each ppotential situattion identified from
scenario sppecification, too be treated byy laws and ethical principles.

Figuree 8. Situations describing thee legal constraiints regarding employment aand post-retirement activitiess
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Figure 9. Sittuations descriibing the legal constraints regarding the voolunteering acttivities.
4. Conclussion and Futu
ure Works
The personnalization proccess requires aan intensive woork in advancee in order to fuulfill the satisffaction of end-users
of ICT plaatforms. The pre-defined
p
sett of legal inforrmation needss several impliications of serrvice engineerss and
legal officers. The impoortance of personalization off legal informaation comes froom the fact thaat end-users of any
ICT platfoorm are able too make decisionns in real timee. This has an iimpact on worrk efficiency off the organizattions,
which usee the ICT platfform for theirr daily activityy by affecting them on timee saving, haviing a possibility of
interactingg with legal coontent, and prooviding an easyy way of decission-making prrocesses whenn the issue com
mes to
consult leggal and ethical issues.
Currently, we have deveeloped this serrvice, by usingg relational daatabase (Note 11), in order tto demonstrate
e that
traditional architectures such as databaase managemennt systems cann be used for m
managing legall information.
der to
Furthermoore, we concluude that the perrsonalization pprocess requirees a lot of effoort and rigor rresearch in ord
have a clear impact on efficiency
e
of ann ICT platform
m, due to the ffact that, definiing the set of iinformation, which
w
could be uused by the perrsonalization seervice is a reseearch challenge for legal offiicers and serviice engineers.
Our futuree work is charaacterized in tw
wo research fiellds. The first sstep is to devellop the personnalization service as
an intelligeent system. Thhis system is abble to self-mannage several taasks. It will update the set off legal sources in an
automatic way by craw
wling data frrom official ggovernment w
web sites (Noote 12). Seconndly, we willl use
text-processing techniquues for selectiing legal ruless to use in a personalized way. We intennd to develop
p this
feature by using text- proocessing enginnes, which are based in key w
word relevance, e.g. Apachee Lucene (Note
e 13).
This will ggive a powerfuul way of manaaging legal andd ethical inforrmation in real time, while coombining with
h first
step.
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Notes
Note 1 The term of service scenarios is refered in the context of business processes.
Note 2 "Information and communications technologies (ICT) are distribution platformsfor providing public and
private services, such as market information, financial services, education and health services", etc.. (Information
Communications Technology for Development).
Note 3 Legal and ethical information are issues of rights based on the legal frameworks (Bratcher, Farrell,
Stevens& Vanderground, 2005).
Note 4 Any official document that contains legal or ethical information (ethical principles).
Note 5 Matchmaking is process of matching between two or more objects (Fernandez, Polleres& Ossowski,
2007).
Note 6 "Personalization is the ability to provide content and services that are tailored to individuals basedon
knowledge about their preferences and behavior" (Hagen, Manning & Souza, 1999).
Note 7 http://www.employment-law.ch/the-collective-labour-agreement
Note 8 https://www.admin.ch/opc/fr/classified-compilation/19640049/index.html
Note 9 https://www.admin.ch/opc/fr/classified-compilation/20000832/index.html
Note 10 http://ec.europa.eu/citizenship/pdf/volunteering_charter_en.pdf
Note 11 Microsoft SQL Server Developer Edition:
https://blogs.technet.microsoft.com/dataplatforminsider/2016/03/31/microsoft-sql-server-developer-edition-is-no
w-free/
Note 12 e.g. an official web site: https://www.ch.ch/en/
Note 13 http://lucene.apache.org/core/
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